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February 21, 2014

Yukon Utilities Board
Box 31728
Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 6L3
Attention:
Re:

Mr. Bruce McLennan, Chair

Yukon Energy Corporation – Application for an Energy Project Certificate and an
Energy Operation Certificate regarding the Proposed Whitehorse Diesel to
Liquefied Natural Gas Conversion Project – Hyperlinked Documents

Dear Mr. McLennan:
On February 17, 2014, the Yukon Utilities Board circulated a memo reminding parties that if
parties include hyperlinks to documents not currently filed with the Board, the party must file
electronically a PDF of the linked document. Our client, the Utilities Consumers’ Group (“UCG”)
notes that Yukon Energy Corporation includes hyperlinks in its application but the PDF
documents are not currently on the record of this current proceeding.
While UCG has submitted information requests related to the referenced U.S. Energy
Information Administration; Annual Energy Outlook 2013 (page 41 of the application), UCG
submits that the referenced document should be put on the record of this current proceeding.
YEC also makes reference (page 44 of the Application) to the project proposal, supplementary
filings, project-related announcements from YESAB, and public comments received that are all
available on the YESAB Online Registry (http://www.yesab.tzo.com/wfm/launch/YESAB) and
the project proposal available on the YEC website (www.yukonenergy.ca). UCG submits that
YEC should be directed to provide parties to this YUB proceeding with copies of all materials
put on the record of the YESAB proceeding and any supplemental information that is on the
YEC web site that is currently not on the record of this YUB proceeding.
UCG submits that this information should be provided to parties well in advance of the oral
hearing.

Yours truly,

Michael Janigan
Counsel for UCG

